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has been low and stable

2. Financial crises can lead to credibility losses but not for all
CBs

!When CBs perform well in terms of credibility, they respond to
�nancial conditions
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1. Caution as to whether CBs should take on broader
responsabilities for �nancial stability

2. Financial stability policies might impinge on CBs mandate
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I The elephant in the room



The Zero Lower Bound



Source: Curdia (2015), Curdia, Ferrero, Ng and Tambalotti (2015)
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I Is "credibility for low in�ation" a blessing or a curse?
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1. Higher in�ation can act as a bu¤er (Blanchard et al 2010,
Ball 2014, Fed President Rosengren April 2015)

I Aruoba and Schorfheide (2013): recovery from Great
Recession in US would have been a year shorter if Fed had
targeted 4% in�ation

I Coibion, Gorodnichenko and Wieland (2013): optimal size of
"in�ation bu¤er" is small

2. Signaling: in�ation as a means to strengthen the credibility
of FG policies
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Higher in�ation in normal times as a signaling device

I Suppose environment with asymmetric information: agents
do not know CB type (�exible IT or conservative?)

I Time inconsistency problem particularly acute for
conservative CB: di¢ cult to "commit to being irresponsible"
if pursued IT earlier

I Any CB that wants to be credible in committing to future
in�ation (at the ZLB) has incentive to be distinguished from
the conservative CB

!Increasing in�ation ex-ante can be only available tool to achieve
a separating equilibrium (Barthelemy and Mengus, 2016)
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Should We Care About Financial Stability?



A tale about "stress" and a typical "household evening"

A typical shock
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The underlying level of "stress"
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I Financial fragility ("stress") accumulates slowly in normal
times ("Great Moderation")

I It does not take large shocks to generate large recessions
I A typical ("normal") shock interacting with high �nancial
fragility ! crisis

I Foundation for macroprudential policies
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